RomAntìca

ROME
Rome, symbol of the greatness of illustrious men who made it the immortal “Eternal City”, will
offer you a unique experience to seek its excellence, adopt its models and behaviours.
Makeitnow offers you exciting activities to discover Rome, a timeless example of leadership
to become protagonists of the city in its beauty and its grandeur, entering the history of an
extraordinary reality, feeding from its strength, becoming an actor and author of a seemingly
endless film.
Thanks to this innovative approach, with the use of tablets and informative Apps, you will have
an alternative interpretation and dynamic key to participate in an engaging and informative
tour.

DURATION

5 DAYS

PROGRAM
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DAY 1 / ROME
WELCOME COFFEE
Rome will welcome you on the terrace of the Vittoriano, the
most suggestive vantage point of the capital. While sipping your
coffee and enjoying an exciting show, our tutors will provide
you with useful information on all the activities included in the
experiential tour.

TraFori

A walking experience will give you the opportunity to closely
observe the beauty and uniqueness of the historical and
archaeological capital. Walking through the majestic ruins of the
empire you can admire architectural masterpieces, examples
of political strategy and concrete evidence of the leadership of
great men. You will be involved in a dynamic confrontation in
search of the latent message behind ideological, architectural
and sculptural choices and thus you can reinforce your
analogical reasoning.

TRA LE ROVINE DELL’IMPERO
The walk between the Fori and the Colosseum will be
fundamental to memorise images and to collate useful
information for the subsequent construction of a 3D puzzle.
An exciting game awaits you. A team building activity in which
speed, observation and communication skills will be essential
qualities to achieve the goal: rebuild your monument!
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DAY 2 / ROME
CIAK…MOTORE, AZIONE!

Try your hand in a contest-game, visiting Rome in an
alternative way. Climb on a Vespa in search of places, streets
and monuments that are the backdrop of memorable
scenes from world-famous films. Photograph the locations
that inspired illustrious directors, making Rome also a leader
in film-making, and stimulate your powers of observation,
interpretation mechanisms and emotional perception.

AperiTevere

Enter the heart of Rome and sip a pleasant aperitif in one
of the most magical areas of the city. The ancient and
contemporary emblem of the Roman world, the Trastevere
will give you a convivial opportunity to meet people relaxing,
discovering the gastronomy and the typical Roman cuisine.

DAY 3 / OSTIA
EX pOstia

An exciting visit to the archaeological area of ancient Ostia.
An example of rational development, of practicality, of
hospitality, of progress, of cultural exchange and blending,
Ostia offers an opportunity to reinforce managerial skills
through examples of strategies and development from the
past.

EsercitAzione

The pine forest of Ostia will turn into a playing field. Armed
with infrared rifles you will be the protagonist of a simulated
battle. A thrilling outdoor experience in which you can
develop strategic thinking and experience the most effective
group solutions to achieve common goals.
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DAY 4 / NEMI - FRASCATI

PEDALAGO

Riding a mountain bike around Lake Nemi to discover striking
landscapes and unusual panoramic viewpoints

DI FRASCA IN FRASCA
After the visit to medieval town of Frascati, begin a Tour in the
typical “Fraschette”, where among anecdotes and conviviality,
and from trattoria to trattoria you can try the “porchetta”,
drink typical wine of the Castelli, taste the typical gastronomic
products of Lazio, such as cold cuts, fresh and aged cheeses,
appetizers, food preserved in oil and pickles, classic pasta
dishes like “carbonara”, “amatriciana” or “arrabbiata”.

DAY 5 / ROME

PIAZZA IDEA
Exploit your skills walking around suggestive Baroque
squares and spectacular fountains to expand your vision and
experience the grandeur of the past to “post it” to the future

SHOPPING ROMANO

A social occasion along the famous, downtown streets to
experience shopping as “leisure”, a fun experience amongst
the most prestigious boutiques of Made in Italy.
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